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PREFACE

That man’s primary aim is  to  know God is  acknowledged by every 

known scripture.  Everybody says the soul must know the Over Soul – God, 

so that when the day comes, it merges with its supreme source and attains 

salvation for the man from the cycle of life and death.   But when it comes to  

knowing the Almighty in actual sense, most of the religious guides whom we 

approach for this purpose declare that it is an impossible task because God is 

formless and invisible.  They, however, suggest some or the other efforts – 

rites and rituals, through which one may hope to reach the Supreme Being.

The Sant Nirankari Mission flourishing today as a spiritual movement 

across the globe declares that God has always remained a perceivable entity.  

If Dhruva could know from Narad in Satyug (the Golden Age), King Janaka 

from Ashtavakar in Treta (the Silver Age), Arjuna from Lord Krishna in Dwapar 

(the Bronze Age) and numerous saints like Kabir, Ravidas, Meera and other 

during this Kalyug (the Iron Age) from their respective Masters, why should it 

not be possible for the present day man to know the God he worships?  The 

only  effort  one  has  to  make,  the  Mission  says,  is  to  approach  a  perfect 

spiritual master.   No wonder, Nirankari Baba reveals God to every seeker 

who approaches him.

The  author  of  this  book  is  one  of  such  seekers  who  approached 

Nirankari Baba and attained the knowledge of God.  Ever since, he has been 

experiencing this divine boon in his day-to-day life.  After ‘Matter and Non-

matter’ and ‘The Mainstream of Spirituality’, he has written this comparatively 

small book ‘The Need for God-knowledge’ to highlight the great advantages of  

knowing the Almighty or realizing the Ultimate Truth.  He has, of course, not 

forgotten to emphasize that one can know God only with the benign grace of 

Satguru, the True Master as against any kind of rites and rituals which by 

themselves remain futile without the knowledge of the One whom we seek to 

worship.
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The message of  the  book is  very  clear  and complete.   It  seeks to 

assure every seeker of Truth that the Formless One (Nirankar) is very much 

accessible and one must seek to know Him – not without reason, of course.

On behalf of the Publications Department and on my own, I heartily 

congratulate the learned author, who is a leading member of our Screening 

Committee  for  Books  and  Manuscripts,  for  this  valuable  addition  to  the 

Mission’s literature.  May Satguru Baba Hardev Singh Ji Maharaj bless him so 

that he continues to serve the Mission, particularly in the field of literature, 

with greater and greater zeal.

 Kirpa Sagar
Member Incharge Publications

Delhi
September 1, 2004
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THE NEED FOR GOD-KNOWLEDGE 

In the present age, people are so much used to materialistic way of life 

that if one talks to them about God and the need for getting His knowledge, 

there is invariably a cold response. In the field of religion people are normally  

satisfied with routine type of ceremonies and one rarely feels the necessity to 

know God. Many a time, people even argue that they have every comfort in 

life  and  what  more  shall  they  gain  by  knowing  God?  So,  to  create  an 

awareness about the necessity of  God-knowledge is a great problem. Still  

greater  is the problem of creating urge for  God-knowledge.  Ironically,  it  is  

such a field where this need is felt only after actual God-knowledge has taken 

place. Then, not only one feels remorse but also repents as to why he or she 

did not get it earlier.

Craving Itself a Blessing

Undoubtedly,  God-knowledge  is  a  blessing.  Even  the  curiosity  and 

craving to know God is a blessing. It cannot arise on one’s own. For example, 

on his own a child may not be interested in studies for the reasons that he 

does not know whether the required hard work will yield some good reward or 

not. But those who are well-versed in education and know its utility, persuade 

him to join the process of studies. Likewise, it is for Satguru to inspire and 

bless an individual by highlighting the need and utility of God-knowledge.  For 

this purpose, Satguru gives a clarion call to the world at large.

A reason for lack of the craving is that God as an Element is not a 

direct constituent of the physical structure of human organism like Earth, Fire, 
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Water,  Air  or  Akash (Sound).  The organism as a  whole  is  enlivened and 

energized by consciousness. When consciousness (God-element) leaves, the 

organism is dead. At  the  level  of  physical  organism,  if  any  one  of  its 

constituents is depleted, we feel emergent need to replenish it. For example, if  

we are short of water, we feel thirsty and we feel the need for taking water. 

Same  is  the  case  with  other  constituents  like  Air,  Fire,  Earth  and  Akash 

(Sound). As consciousness (the God-element) is not a direct constituent of 

the physical organism, the self does not feel any urgent craving of receiving 

God-knowledge i.e. knowledge of Cosmic Consciousness. Another example is 

cited to clarify the point.   Petrol is to start and operate a car – but is not a  

constituent part of car as such. Same is the case of consciousness.  It is not 

required for constituting the physical organism but it is imperative to start and 

operate it.  It is for this reason that the Self does not feel any emergent need  

for God-knowledge.  Therefore, it is only after receiving God-knowledge that  

the need for  such a knowledge is  understood and appreciated in  the real  

sense and that marks a sign of good fortune and blessing.  To quote;

            For Lo!

The cup of Divine-love belongs to God;

He passes it on to whomsoever He chooses.

            Adi Granth -Page 947

bgq fije fivkyk [kle dk tS HkkoS rS nsbZA

And

      Without the True Master

Love springs not
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Nor the dirt of ego goes.

   Adi Granth -Page 60

Again

    No man knoweth the son, but the father, neither

Knoweth any man the Father, save the son, and he

To whomsoever the son chooses to reveal him.
St. Matthew in New Testament 11.27

Graciously have I shown you,

O Arjuna, this supreme form …….

Gita 11-47

e;k çl=su rcktqZusna :ia ija nf'kZrekRe;ksxkr~A 
rstkse;a fo'oeuUrek|a ;Ues RonU;su u g"ViwoZe~AA

“For it is by Grace that you have been saved,

Through faith, and this not from yourselves;

it is the gift of God; not by works,

so that no one can boast.”

Ephesions 2-8

And also

The self cannot be attained by instruction nor by intellectual power, nor 

even through much hearing.  He is to be attained only by the one whom the 

Self chooses.  To such a one the Self reveals His own Nature.

Katha Upanisad 2/23

uk;ekRek çopusu yH;ks u es/k;k u cgquk JqrsuA
;esoS"k o`.kqrs rsu yH;LrL;S"k vkRek foo`.krs ruwa Loke~AA
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And also in Koran:

And it was not vouchsafed to any mortal that all should speak to him 

unless (it be) by revelation.  He sendeth a messenger to reveal what he will by 

his leave.

Ash-Sura 42-51

One cannot love God on one’s own,

If God wants, then love can sprout;

An extinguished lamp is lit,

Only if the Guru so desires.

Avtar Bani -168

vi.kk yk;k I;kj u yXxs jc ykos rka yxnk ,A  
cq>;k gks;k nhok ysdj xq# txkos txnk ,AA

So it  is  the  Grace  of  the  True  Master  (Satguru)  which  creates  the 

circumstances as well as the mental receptivity whereafter the seeker meets 

him and begs for the knowledge of God which satisfies the primary aim of 

human life.
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What is God?

Having felt the urge of God-realisation, we naturally come to the next 

stage as to what God is.  Let us be clear about the concept and then it will be 

relevant  to consider as to why we need God-knowledge and what  type of 

benefits we get out of it. 

By God is meant the basic and the Ultimate Element of the Cosmos. It 

is  He  who  has  manifested  the  entire  phenomena.  He  alone  sustains  the 

creation and dissolves it as and when He wishes. That way, God is both His 

Formless aspect as well as the entire creation, the formed aspect. He is all-

inclusive. As Formless, He is the basic and the subtlest Element. He pervades 

every pore of Cosmic Matter. To define:

God is One and without Form; 

He is objective Existent; 

A Substance; Supra-psychic; 

Unchangeable; Timeless; Indivisible; 

A-moral; 

A-religious; 

All-pervasive, 

Independent of human ideation;

Kindred to and identifiable 

with organismic consciousness; 

Perceivable and instantly sharable 

without any pre-condition.
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The main important point in this regard is that God is not a feeling or a 

psychic state built out of intellectual or philosophical musings. He is also not 

an ethical principle or a matter of more faith. He is, as the above definition 

says, an Existent and an Objective Being who shall always remain even if all 

the species and material phenomena of the universe vanish. Even if we feel  

and believe in Him or not, He exists in Himself all the same. 

The mental level and the intellectual evolution of human beings is not 

relevant to prove the entity or existence of God.  His is also not a projection of  

human wisdom as there is  a  notion of  some philosophers in  this  respect.  

However, independence of human ideation or His being beyond the psyche 

does not mean that He is irrelevant to human organism. In fact, as Formless 

Objective  Existent,  He  is  transcendental  and  as  consciousness,  He  is 

immanent in the human organism. It is because of this immanence that God 

as Cosmic Formless Existent is identifiable with Organismic consciousness. 

The experience of God is possible to man as the human brain has the 

in-built  capacity  to  perceive  God if  a  knower  of  God introduces Him to  a 

seeker craving for His knowledge.
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What is God-knowledge?

After  the concept  of  God is  clear,  then the next  point  automatically 

comes as to what God-knowledge is and how it happens?  We all know that 

all  knowledge has essentially three components. One, who wants to know, 

second what is to be known, the third is who knows about that object.  In case 

of  God,  He  is  always  present  as  an  Objective  Existent.  The  only  two 

remaining conditions need to be fulfilled. The knower of God and the one who 

wants to know should come face to face. The seeker as usual is to ask the 

knower of God to grant him the knowledge of God. This is what the Holy Bible 

says,

 Ask, and it shall be given to you;

Seek and ye shall find;

Knock and it shall be opened unto you.

St. Matthew 7-7

God is already present but is not known or seen by the seeker. The 

knower introduces God and shows Him by pointing out with his hands as to 

what God is and how He is near and all around.

The Naam of the Lord is the pearl and ruby,

The True Master took out his palm
And showed the Lord as such
The egocentric, being unfortunate,

Attained Him not.

 Adi Granth - Page 880

jruq tosg: ykyq gfj ukek xqfj dkf< ryh fn[kykbvk A
Hkkxgh.k eueqf[k ugha yhvk f=.k vksyS yk[kq Nikbvk AA
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and
The Naam of the Lord is the priceless jewel

Which the perfect Master possesses;

To one who is dedicated 

                     To the service of the True Master;

The jewel of Lord is revealed,
And manifested before him.

 Adi Granth - Page 40

ukeq veksydq jruq gS iwjs lfrxqj ikflA

lfrxqj lsoS yfxvk df< jruq nsoS ijxkflAA

Also

The Perfect Master showed me the Lord

At hand and face to face

 Adi Granth - Page 127
iwjS xqfj gnwfj fn[kkb;kA 

Also 
With the blessing of my Guru
I am seeing God as Such

Avtar Bani – 5 

vi.ks xq: nh cf['k'k lndk
fujadkj uwa os fjgkaA 

It is not a mere feeling of God. It is actual sight and directly envisioning 

God as the Formless, objective Existent. To explain further, the Cosmos has 

two aspects; Matter and Non-Matter. The Matter consists of Sun, Moon, Stars, 

Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Akash (Sound) and Self (Jiva).  Non-Matter is other 

than these nine entities. In knowledge of God – these nine entities are seen 

encased or enclosed in Non-Matter portion of the Cosmos. Matter and Non-

Matter are explained and shown separate from each other. Both are contra-

distinguished from each other. These nine portions called Matter are subject 

to  Time and Space;  whereas the  Non-Matter  portion  is  beyond  Time and 

Space.  Matter  is  characterized by form,  colour  and  motion;  Non-Matter  is 

formless and without motion. The Non-Matter portion is what the prophets and 
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Satgurus call God, the Ultimate Reality.  All the prophets have mentioned it in 

the scriptures after experiencing this very Entity.  For example:-

Know Matter existing in the subtlest Element.

        Adi Granth - Page 274

lw[ke efg tkuS vlFkwyA 

This subtlest Element in Cosmos is Non-Matter God, it is Formless-Nir-

akar.  When Lord Krishna introduced this Non-Matter  (God) to Arjuna,  It  is 

described;

There in the body of the God of gods,

Pandava then saw the whole universe

With its many divisions existing together in the One.

(The Gita) Chapter 11 – 13

r=SdLFka txRd`RLua izfoHkäeusd/kkA
vi';ísonsoL; 'kjhjs ik.MoLrnkAA 13
 

The Bible stresses that God is to be known as Spirit (Non-Matter) only.

        They that worship Him must worship

Him in Spirit and in Truth.

St. John 4 - 24

On this point Nirankari Baba Avtar Singh Ji says:

The knowledge of God blessed by the Guru

Reveals the home of God to human beings,

The knowledge of God blessed by the Guru

Puts the human beings on the path of salvation
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Avtar Bani – 42

Kku xq: nk bulkuka uwa jc nk ?kj fn[kykank ,A
Kku xq: nk bulkuka uwa eqfDr ekjx ikank ,AA

See how God as Non-Matter (NIR-AKAR),

Pervades the whole of space.

Avtar Bani -11

Hkjiwj [kykaok vUnj os[kks iljh cSBs tks nkrkjA 

So, to have this vision where one sees Matter encased in God called 

knowledge of God, mere feeling, based on hearsay information about God, is 

not God-knowledge.  Also the faith based on concepts about God evolved by 

mankind from time to time is also not knowledge of God which is a cosmic 

substance  containing  the  whole  of  material  phenomena  in  His  cosmic 

expanse.

God-knowledge enters the organism from outside.  God is outside and 

omnipresent, the knower of God (Satguru) is also outside.  With the blessing 

of  Satguru,  God  possesses  the  organism  in  such  a  way  that  organismic 

consciousness gets identified with it.  This is an act of condescending grace of 

the Master and not a result of any efforts by any efforts by the organism.  No 

amount  of  mental,  physical  or  intellectual  actions  can make the  individual 

consciousness ascend upto God.  No faculty in the organism can catapult or 

uplift  the  individual  consciousness to  rend the  veil  of  illusion  and make it 

transcend Matter.  It is all a pleasure of the Ultimate Reality (God) to choose 

any organism and make it a vehicle for its expression.  All prophets have total 
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consensus on this count.  Experience and encounter of God is purely an act 

of Grace of the True Master.  Lord Krishna says:

“Graciously have I shown you,

O Arjuna, this supreme form.”

Gita 11-47

e;k izl=su rcktqZusna :ia ija nf'kZrekRe;ksxkr~A
rstkse;a fo'oeuUrek|a ;Ues RonU;su u n`"ViwoZe~AA

And in Bible it is said:

“Neither knoweth any man the Father,

Save the Son, and he to whom so ever

The Son Choose to reveal Him.”

Mathew: 11-27

So,  knowledge  of  God  is  never  a  result  of  mental  evolution,  but  a 

sudden  revelation  courtesy  the  True  Master  (Satguru).  It  devolves  from 

without and enters the organism.  The Adi Granth also confirms this that God 

is experienced ‘at hand’.  To quote:

Friend! My Friend!! My Friend is standing near me,

My Love, My Love, I have seen my beloved God

With mine own eyes,

Seen with eyes, He is too sweet and lovely;

He is couched in the being of all;

He is at hand and around each one,

Yet one finds Him not and knows not His taste;
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Intoxicated in material illusion, one meets not God,

Says Nanak: Without the Master,

One knows not God,

Who is the true friend;

And standing near and close to all.

                                                                       Adi Granth- P. 924

lktuM+k esjk lktuM+k fudfV [kyksbvM+k esjk lktuM+kA
tkuhvM+k gfj tkuhvM+k uS.k vyksbvM+k gfj tkuhvM+kAA
uSu vyksbvk ?kfV ?kfV lksbvk vfr vafezr fizv xwM+kA
ukfy gksoank yfg u ldank lqvkm u tk.kS ewM+kAA
ekbvk efn ekrk gksNh ckrk fey.kq u tkbZ HkjeanM+kAA
dgq ukud xqj fcuq ukgh lw>S gfj lktuq lHk ns fudfV [kM+kAA

The  human  organism  is  structured  in  such  a  way  that  no  new  or  first  

experience of any object is ever a result of any effort  in the organism. All 

objects and events outside the organism are known and experienced by it 

through the kind help and intervention of some outside agent. All human 

knowledge  and  experience  is  a  result  of  inter-human  cooperation  and 

coordination and is never exclusively self-generated. The Gita elucidates,

               “The senses are said to be superior to the body;

The mind is superior to the senses; the intellect

Is superior to the mind; and what is superior

To the intellect is Atma (God)”

Gita – 3 – 42

bfUnz;kf.k ijk.;kgqfjfUnz;sH;% ija eu%A
eulLrq ijk cqf);ksZ cq)s% ijLrq l%AA
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BENEFITS OF GOD KNOWLEDGE 

This perception of  God first  enters,  as a cosmic experience,  in  the 

intellect of the seeker. It is a new and unique experience. The seeker never 

had  it  earlier.  With  this  experience  of  God,  (the  Creator  of  Cosmos),  the 

intellect  gets  totally  overhauled.  The  imbibing  of  this  experience  by  the 

intellect  creates a fermentation in it  who after accepting it  as the Ultimate 

Reality (God) gets ready to change the whole being in accordance with this 

new introduction. The intellect uses all its scriptural knowledge, reason and 

logic  and  finally  transmits  to  mind  the  necessity  of  accepting  the  over-all  

supremacy of the Ultimate Reality. It also manifests the urgency to carry the 

message  further  in  the  entire  organism.  Then  from  intellect  to  mind,  the 

process of transmitting the information starts and reaches the senses. The 

senses are directed by mind to function in accordance with the felt presence 

and conscious experience of the Ultimate Reality. Then senses hitherto used 

to material attractions change their course of action and bend back to become 

instruments of the Ultimate Reality. The eyes start seeing God first and then 

Matter. They see Matter engulfed by God all around. Earlier it was different. 

Accordingly, other organs and senses begin to develop taste for the Ultimate 

Reality in place of Matter. The worship of Matter is replaced by worship of 

Non-Matter formless God. The whole organism is thus adjusted and oriented 

for imbibing and enjoying the taste of Formless God and the attachment to 

Matter for its own sake starts getting diluted and diluted. The process goes on 

and the stage comes when Matter is taken only for daily use and is no more 

the ultimate ideal for the human organism.  The main benefits arising out of 

the God-knowledge are enumerated as follows:
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1. SELF- KNOWLEDGE   

God as objective Existent and Cosmic Consciousness is the cosmic counter 

part of individual self. The self realises its own nature by knowing Him. The 

God is the macro-source of which the self is the micro-part. One can never 

see his face on his own in the mirror. The mirror alone reflects one’s face.  

Similarly,  when the God in all  His Cosmic Expanse is manifested, the self 

realises itself in the cosmic counter-part. This is the only correct and natural 

method of  self-knowledge,   “Know Thy Self”  is  thus accomplished by first 

receiving  the  vision  of  Cosmic  Formless  Substance.  It  is  not  a  simple 

knowledge without implications. The vision of the cosmic counter-part makes 

the self identified with it. With continued contemplation and practice, the self  

becomes one with the Cosmic One, and imbibes all its merits. All the qualities 

of the Cosmic One get reflected in the individual self.  As the Cosmic One is 

beyond Time and Space,the individual self also becomes the same. The self  

remains deathless and eternal. Even when the physical sheath is shed, the 

self remains, as it is, fully conscious of its identity except that it is beyond the 

reach of material laws. The self leaves the physical body and remains merged 

in the cosmic expanse of the Lord. This is the first major gain of the Self after  

it perceives God as One Cosmic Formless Substance. Even otherwise, the 

self is not a physical organism alone. The physical body is only an outer cover 

and a device of Nature to keep the self safe and sound. The organism helps 

the self  through intellect,  mind and senses for  having direct  perception  of 

Matter and Non-Matter (God) with the grace of the Master. 
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2.  SENSE OF ORGANIC ONENESS

After the self has known and identified itself with the cosmic substance, 

the second effect is that the Self comes to possess the sense of organic one-

ness with the cosmos as a whole. Science has established that the Cosmos is 

one,  interdependent,  and  integrated  whole.  It  is  not  a  chaos  or  chance 

developments. Everything is a part of the overall  system and nothing is in 

isolation.

Despite this scientific knowledge of organic one-ness, the human mind 

does  not  function  in  the  context  of  this  organic  unity.  The  intellect  says: 

‘Cosmos is One’, but mind, and the sense-organs don’t reflect this oneness in 

day-to-day life. For example, scientists very well know that the cosmos is one 

and inter-dependent, but there is no example when a scientist went to the 

masses and preached oneness of mankind. Despite scientific development, 

we see the rise of religious fundamentalism and communalism based on the 

supremacy of respective religions, castes, and communities.  This shocking 

dichotomy  is  staring  at  us.  The  civilisational  clash  based  on  religion  and 

culture is threatening the world peace with all its fury. Oneness of cosmos is 

no  longer  being  translated  into  a  practical  human  ideal.  In  fact  it  stands 

proved that oneness of mankind is not an automatic implication born out of  

the  concept  of  integrity  of  the  Cosmos.  This  is  only  an  intellectual  theory 

which does not percolate to the recesses of human mind. The mind does not  
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obey the intellect and so the human behaviour remains separatist,  divisive 

and in chaos.

It is God-Knowledge which steps in and creates conscious relation  with 

Cosmos and all its entities. The knowledge of the Ultimate Reality (God) by 

effecting  conscious  identification  of  all  the  individual  consciousness 

creates a cosmic conscious grid where all the species and entities are 

seen as integral parts of the Cosmos. The Ultimate Reality (God) is seen 

as the integrating and connecting thread of the cosmos. This binding thread 

generates a sense of unity, oneness and integrity which results in mental sea-

change and cosmic integral view is evolved in all enlightened selves. All the 

prophets  propounded  this  method,  at  once  natural  and  in  the  context  of 

cosmic Truth. They first revealed God and gave the rationale and basis for 

integrating mankind. God is one, cosmos is one and mankind is one. The 

three are interconnected and flow into each other. 

3. CONTROL OF  MIND

Mind as we know is born and evolved in material set up. Because of 

this, it comes to possess the ideology of materialism. Its attachment to Matter 

becomes so endemic that  the self  has no control  over  mind.  The existing 

mental stress and physical tensions are due to this uncontrolled mind. The 

self, in fact, is a prisoner of mind and is at its mercy. Mind drags the Self in the 

material  phenomena  and  the  latter  has  no  power  to  tame  it.  It  is  the 

knowledge  of  the  Ultimate  Reality  (God)  which  rescues  the  Self  from the 
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clutches of the mind and enables it to control it properly. With the realisation 

of Truth, the intellect is blessed with the power to control and discipline the 

mind. The knowledge of God supersedes all  the existing philosophies and 

experiences  gained  by  the  self  .The  knowledge  of  the  Ultimate  Reality 

reorientates the mind and all its existing views and beliefs are reshuffled in the 

context  of  the Ultimate Experience. The mind no longer  subscribes to the 

social and the material reality alone but becomes an instrument of the entire 

cosmos. The whims of mind give way to the principle of oneness. It is totally 

disciplined and tamed.

Man has tried various methods to control mind. One such is the system 

of Yoga. If we analyse the system of concentration, we will find that in Yoga,  

mind is controlled by mind. By sheer thought-control a Yogi tries to achieve 

thoughtlessness. It is a contradiction in itself. Thought can elevate thought, 

but  cannot  destroy itself.  It  is  only when pure consciousness prevails  that 

thought (mind) is transcended. It  is at the plane of consciousness that the 

thinking process is suspended. Pure consciousness is not a result of mental  

concentration or some Yogic postures. Pure consciousness is part of cosmic 

consciousness and informs the human organism. The Satguru manifests God 

(Cosmic Consciousness) and the organismic Consciousness finds its cosmic 

correspondence in it. This plane is above mental and intellectual planes. As 

already discussed, the physical plane, the plane of senses, the mental plane, 

and the intellectual plane exist in the ascending order. The lower can never 

reach the higher plane on its own. In this way, the plane of intellect cannot 

take  us  to  the  plane  of  consciousness  with  any  amount  of  effort. 
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Consciousness in the human organism is one with the Cosmic Consciousness 

that is God Himself. When God, the cosmic consciousness condescends in 

the organism, the embodied consciousness stands revealed and purified. This 

is the  real thoughtlessness. pure consciousness is pure thoughtlessness. 

There is no mind, no intellect, no trace of matter. So the thoughtlessness of 

Yogis  is  a  great  illusion.  Just  think!  The  ‘thoughtlessness’  achieved  by 

thought-control by yogi is also a thought although the subtlest one. A Yogi  

with the subtlest mind has the erroneous impression that he has crossed the 

mental plane. The mind deludes him. The mind at its utmost subtlety becomes 

concentrated and looks akin to consciousness, although it is still a mind. The 

difference between mind and consciousness is to be understood. Only with 

direct  knowledge  of  God  (Cosmic  consciousness)  from  the  Satguru,  this 

difference is realised and properly brought out. It is in transcension that mind 

comes in real control. 

                    By receiving wisdom from Satguru,
        the mind controls the evil of egoism
                                                             Avtar Bani -283

lRxqj rksa er yS ds ,g eu gadkj rs dkcw ikank ,A
        

                        The mind cannot be killed

Howosoever one may wish;

The mind shall kill the mind

Says Nanak : When the True Master is met with,

                                 Adi Granth - Page 1089

,gq euq ekfjvk uk ejS ts ykspS lHkq dksbZA

And
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                        This mind is in operation

As per will of the Lord;

And moves in ten directions

Within the twinkling of an eye;

When the True Lord blesses

Then this mind comes in control all at once.

 Adi Granth - Page 1260

bgq euq [ksyS gqde dk ck/kk bd f[ku efg ng fnl fQfj vkoSA
tka vkis unfj djs gfj izHkq lkpk rka bgq euq xqjeqf[k rrdky ofl vkosAA

Also

        Mind does actions and practises righteousness;

        This mind is a product of five elements;

        Intoxicated with power, mind goes craving and is ignorant,

        But when it knows the Naam through the grace of the Guru

        It is rendered beauteous again.

 Adi Granth - Page 415

bgq euq djek bgq euq /kjekA

bgq euq iap rrq rs tuekAA

lkdrq yksHkh bgq euq ewM+kA

xqjeqf[k ukeq tiS euq :M+kAA
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4) NORMALCY :

The  knowledge  of  God  (the  Ultimate  Reality)  makes  the  human 

organism normal and capable of fighting stress and tension. The basic cause 

of tension lies in the mal-functioning of the mind.

The mind evolves identification with some material object and sets up 

the objective to achieve that. The effort is to have results within a particular 

framework. When the process goes hay-ware or the results don’t come as per 

the  expectations,  the  stress  and  consequent  tension  manifests.  In  the 

organism, where the knowledge of God has taken place, the various planes 

work in unison. Starting from the physical up to the plane of consciousness, 

there is pervasive realisation that the only and the ultimate arbiter and doer is  

God. All the planes are used to and trained in looking up to the next / higher 

plane for guidance and strength. The decision of the plane of consciousness 

to accept whatever the result of any action, percolates to all the lower planes. 

The philosophy of ‘Thy will be done’ and 'one has the right to action but 

not to the fruit thereof informs all the planes'. No plane is separate and 

self-deciding. There is total understanding and integration of all the planes. In 

such  a  way  of  life,  there  is  no  tension,  no  stress,  no  complaint  and  no 

faultfinding with the cosmic functioning. As mentioned in the beginning, the 

individual self is not separate but fully participative in the cosmic phenomena. 

So, at limes, no-fruition is also a fruition and no work done is also work 

done.  
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Thus there  can  not  be  any stress  or  tension  in  a  self  imbued and 

guided by the Ultimate Reality. God is an ever-stable element in the whole of  

the Cosmos. This stability creates the quality of normalcy in the knower of  

God. He also becomes normal even in the thick of abnormal situations. The 

ups and downs, the vicissitudes, and the rise and fall of fortunes don’t disturb 

the  equilibrium of  a  God-knower.  Pain  or  pleasure,  honour  or  dishonour, 

happiness or unhappiness, nothing shakes his inner vision, which has been 

evolved with the blessing of the True Master. It is said,

* Oh saints! Forsake the ego of the mind!

Always run away from lust, 
anger and company of the evil;

He whom pain and pleasure, honour and dishonour 

Are ever the same;

And who is un-affected by joy and sorrow;

He alone recognises the essence of the world;

He hath renounced praise and insult.

And searcheth the state of liberation;

Nanak says: This is a difficult task (but)

Rare is the one who hath known this through the Master.

  Adi Granth - Page 219

lk/kks eu dk ekuq frvkxmA
dkeq dks/kq laxfr nqjtu dh rk rs vfgfufl HkkxmAA
lq[kq nq[kq nksuks le dfj tkuS vm: ekuq viekukAA
gj[k lksx rS jgS vrhrk frfu tfx rrq igNkukAA
mlrfr fujank nksÅ frvkxS [kkstS inq fujckukAA
tu ukud bgq [ksyq dBuq gS fdugwa xqjeqf[k tkukAA

    In  fine,  for  a  God-realised self,  normalcy is  achieved at  all  the 

planes. As the physique is normal when it has temperature of 98.4 C, similarly 
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the mind is normal when it is shorn of egoism. Normalcy is dependent on the 

percentage of egoism present in the mental built-up. Perfect normalcy is there 

when mind is totally merged in God and is in accordance with the teachings of 

the True Master. To quote:

*         Lo! I have ascended the throne of God

And met the Lord of the world;

The Lord and Kabir have become one

And none can tell who is who.

    Adi Granth - Page 969

vc rm tkb p<s fla?kklfu feys gS lkfjaxikuhA
jke dchjk ,d Hk, gS dksbZ u ldS iNkuhAA

5) HUMANISATION:

God-knowledge is the greatest humaniser. The self, after it enters the 

world of matter,  evolves an attachment with different aspects of world and 

society. It is not a matter of choice but chance that a man is born somewhere 

in a hut or a palace and accordingly, he gets identified with one social entity or 

the other. The process starts from the very birth. The self takes on a name 

and than as  per  parents  or  society,  adopts  one culture  or  the  other.  The 

religion and beliefs of the parents normally become his religion and beliefs. 

He no longer remains a pure part of nature, pure, unattached and unidentified. 

He  is  called  and  known  as  belonging  to  a  particular  community,  religion, 

culture and nation.
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This development makes the self take on an individuality of its own. 

Many a time, the self thus identified develops a dislike or a contempt for the 

religion and culture of others. This breeds not only hatred but also violence 

and  use  of  force  against  others.  Other  human  beings  are  not  seen,  as 

humans like one’s own self but as totally different and not worthy of respect 

and love. This is the cause of riots and widespread bloodshed in the name of 

religion, caste, creed, colour and nationality. A pure organism of nature, the 

self  becomes  an  instrument  of  hatred  and  ill  will.  He  turns  out  to  be 

subhuman, impure and un-natural.

God-knowledge takes the self back to its natural pristine state and it 

regains the touch of humanity.  God-knowledge purifies him of all  unnatural  

developments and tendencies which create artificial barriers between him and 

other fellow beings. With the knowledge of God, he perceives that he is a part 

of cosmos as all others are. There is nothing special or extra material-in-built 

into his organismic structure. The same matter constitutes all the species. The 

same  consciousness  pervades  all  the  living  creatures.  This  discovery  of 

oneness of consciousness and matter makes the self see all other beings as 

his own and marks the beginning of humananism:-.

          

First, God manifested Energy

And all men belong to Nature,

The whole world is the product of one Spirit;

Whom do we call good, whom bad?

O people, do not be lost in doubt,
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           The Creator is in the creation 

           and the creation in the Creator,

The Creator pervades all places,

The clay is one but shaped in diverse forms by the creator;

Neither the defect is in the potter nor with the vessels;

The same True Lord dwells in all;

And because of Him everything is done;

Whosoever shall recognize Him shall know His Oneness;

Such a person alone should be called a human-being.

The unfathomable God cannot be fathomed;

            The teacher has blessed me with the divine sweet; Sayeth 

When I saw the all-pervasive Lord.

                        Adi Granth - Page 1349-1350

vofy vyg uw: mikbvk dqnjfr ns lHk cansA
,d uwj rs lHkq txq miftvk dmu Hkys dks eansAA

yksxk Hkjfe u Hkwyks HkksbZAA
[kkfydq [kyd [kyd efg [kkfydq iwfj jfgvks lc BkabZAA

ekVh ,d vusd Hkkafr dfj lkth lktugkjSAA
uk dNq iksp ekVh ds HkkaMs uk dqN iksp dqaHkkjsAA

lHkq efg lpk ,dks lksbZ frl dk dhvk lHkq dNq gksbZA
gqdeq iNkuS lq ,dks tkuS cank dgh, lksbA

vygq vy[kq u tkbZ yf[kvk xqfj xqM+ nhuk ehBkAA
dfg dchj esjh ladk uklh ljc fujatuq MhBkAA

And
                  All my sense of duality vanished;

Since my joining the company of the saints,

None is enemy and no one a stranger

I have developed kinship with all;

Whatever God does is accepted as good;

This wisdom was received from the Teacher;
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The One God is immanent in all;

Seeing Him, I feel blissful, says Nanak”.

                  Adi Granth - Page – 1299

fclfj xbZ lc rkfr ijkbZA
tc rs lk/k laxfr eksfg ikbZAA

uk dks cSjh ugh fcxkuk lxy lafx ge dm cfu vkbZAA
tks izHk dhuks lks Hky ekfuvks ,g lqefr lk/kw rs ikbZAA
lHk efg jfo jsfgvk izHkq ,dS isf[k isf[k ukud fcxlkbAA

Mere talking about oneness of consciousness and matter does not in 

itself lead to humanisation. As already said, all scientists have this knowledge, 

but it  does not percolate to the mental and emotional  level.  Information of 

oneness remains an information only and does not become a source of mass 

action. The distance from brain to mind is not covered by any philosophic 

doctrine.  The  reason  is  that  the  knowledge  about  commonness  of 

consciousness is not there. Consciousness is the common chord that binds all 

minds and organisms together.  It  is consciousness that is the basis of the 

entire cosmos. Actual knowledge of this common thread generates oneness 

and basic sense of kinship. This kinship makes us realise common and global 

humanity. It is therefore only when a prophet comes and reveals God that the 

emotion of common bond and love sprouts forth. All prophets built the process 

of humanization on the foundation of God-knowledge and His worship. When 

asked for one or two main commandments for a divine human life,  Jesus 

Christ had summed up as under:-

      “Thou shall love the Lord thy God

with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul and with all thy mind. This is 
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the first and great commandment.

And the second is like it:

“Love your neighbour as thyself”

All the Law and the prophets hang on these two commandments. 

                                                                           St. Matthew 22-37 to 40

6) RESPECT FOR OTHERS

Next to  humanisation made practicable by God-Knowledge, another 

quality that arises enlightened self is that it starts considering other selves as 

scared and worthy of respect and worship. The knower of God takes all other 

Persons as symbols and reflection of God and the True Master. He venerates 

them, serves them and does everything to please them. He is very cautious 

that nothing is spoken and done by him. Which might offend or displease 

them. This way, a new dimension is added to human relations. The traditional 

relations based on mere formality and self-interest are replaced by mutual 

respect, mutual service and mutual kinship. All human beings become scared 

units  inter-se  and  constitute  one  cosmic  family.  In  such  a  situation,  there 

cannot be any hatred, ill  will, enmity or alienation. Violence and separatism 

become things of the past. With changed human relations such people create 

a  sort  of  paradise  on earth.  It  is  only  the  quality  of  human relations  that  

creates the image of any society. God-Knowledge obviously works wonders in 

this regard and creates a veritable heaven on the earth where there is no 

arrogance, no clash or violence, it is all love, humility and brotherhood.
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7). PURIFICATION PROCESS

Akin to this humanisation is the quality of purification which emanates 

from God-knowledge. Purity is the state of an element when it is in  its original 

form or is at its source. Anything added into or subtracted from it makes it  

adulterated and impure.  For example milk is pure when it is only milk.  If a 

drop of water is added into it, or cream taken out from it, it is no longer pure.  

Denaturing  the  originality  of  an  element  is  making  it  impure.  Conversely, 

making it regain its original or real nature is to make it pure.

Human self at the time of birth is natural and pure. With the passage of 

time,  it  gets  attached and identified with  one or  the other  form of  Matter. 

Materialisation of self makes it evolve an individuality of its own with a sense 

of separateness and exclusiveness. In other words, the self evolves an ego 

which makes it think and act separate from other persons. All hatred, violence 

and ill will is a result of ego-clash of the people. Ego is the projection of that  

impurity which is the result of attachment to matter in its varied forms.

On the fact of it, all Matter and its forms are impure. The element of 

time makes Matter evolve and change. No material form remains in its original  

or pristine form. All Matter is composed, and is never of one piece. On the 

other hand, God is pure and remains pure because its original and real nature 

never  undergoes  any  change.  Unlike  Matter,  God  remains  self-same and 

unchanged with the flux of time. Nothing can enter God and adulterate. His 

impeccable purity. Thus, the human self being bred in Matter and exposed to  

matter  gets  affected  by  it  and  because  of  ego,  it  becomes impure.  God-
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knowledge  makes  the  self  realise  its  original  nature  and  thus  helps  it  in 

regaining the original purity. The dross of materialisation gets dropped and the 

self shines in pristine glory. It is said:

            Thy 'Naam' alone Oh God!

                         Purifies the sinners.

                                                                     Avtar Bani – 268

ifrr iquhr ifoÙkj djnS bDdks bd ,g uke rsjkA

                      Oh self!

                      Thou art the image of Supreme Spirit

Know thy basic origin.

God is with you,

Enjoy his union with Guru's wisdom.

                                    Adi Granth - Page  441

eu rwa tksfr l:iq gS vki.kk ewyq iNk.kqAA
eu gfj th rsjS ukfy gS xqjefr jaxq ek.kqAA

God and self are supposed to merge with each other. In the merging 

process the self rises above mind and intellect and becomes identified with 

God. All differences created by intellect and evolved by mind are wiped out 

and the self is rendered as pure as God Himself. It is said:

                      

If one knows the ‘Element’ called God

Then one is rendered pure.

Not knowing, one is ever impure.

      Adi Granth - Page 374 

bd olrq cw>fg rk gksofg ikdAA
fcuq cq>s rwa lnk ukikdA
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 And

                       Serving the Pure (God)

One gets pure.

The dirt of ego is washed 

By the Word of the Master.

  Adi Granth - Page 121

tks fujeyq lsos lq fujeyq gksoSA

gmeS eSyq xqj lcns /kksoSAA

And

                     The pure One makes 

Everything pure.

    Adi Granth - Page 121

fujey rs lHk fujey gksoSA

Again

                        Knowing  the Pure One from the Master,

The organism becomes pure.

 Adi Granth - Page 57

xqj rs fujeyq tk.kh,s nsg ljh:AA

The True Master being the knower of God and one with Him, is the 

only pure being on earth. He is the first citizen of the universe. He gives the 

knowledge of the Pure One i.e. God and thereby his disciples become pure.  

All beings other than the True Master(Satguru), are impure whatever worldly 

attainments or qualities they may have. The Adi Granth says:

           Brahma is impure, Indra is impure;

The sun is impure, the moon is impure;

The whole world is impure and unclean;

Only one God is pure and immaculate 
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Who is infinite and without dimensions.

Impure are the kings of the world;

Impure are day and night;

Impure are the thirty days of the month;

Impure is pearl and the diamond.

Impure is air, water and fire;

Impure is Shiv, Shanker and Mahesh

Impure are the religious adepts,

                     Seekers and garbed ones;

Impure are the yoga practitioners

And the adepts with mailed hair,

The body is impure alongwith the self;

Says Kabir; Those selves are approved,

Who know the Pure One

From the immaculate Master.

  Adi Granth - Page 1158

eSyk czgek eSyk banqA

jfo eSyk gS eSyk panqAA

eSyk eyrk bgq lalk:AA

bdq gfj fujeyq tk dk var u ik:AA

eSys czgeMkb ds bZlAA

eSys fufl cklqj fnu rhlAA

eSyk eksrh eSyk gh:AA

eSyk imuq ikodq v: uh:AA

eSys flo ladjk egslAA

eSys fl/k lkf/kd v: Hks[kAA

eSys tksxh taxe tVk lgsfrAA

eSyh dkbvk gal lesrAA

dfg dchj rs tu ijokuAA
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fujey rs tks jkefg tkuA 

The True Master is the symbol  and barometer of  purity.  He has no 

egoism and being one with God is every inch true and pure. His disciples 

follow him and get their minds purified by submitting to the True Master.

8) PHILOSOPHY OF ACTION:

Another point regarding God-knowledge is that it makes a human being 

atonce action-oriented and most practicable. The knowers of God don’t brood 

over the past, they live in the present. They do learn lessons from the past, 

but don’t take the failures to heart. They act and work with whatever capability 

they are endowed with.  Immersed in God, and contemplating on the True 

Lord (who is the actual doer and director in the cosmos), they leave the fruit to 

Him. So, whatever the results, they accept them with calm resignation and 

total submission. It is not fatalism for they did not resort to possesses or in-

action. They have full faith in the Lord who possesses cosmic intelligence and 

keeps the welfare and well-being of every one in mind. Only those fruitions 

follow which are of use and of relevance to the followers.

Then,  the knower of God does not get entrapped in the cobweb of 

materialism by unnecessary day-dreaming and living in fool’s paradise. His 

thinking is practical and action-oriented and not merely wishful  without any 

corresponding practicability. To quote;

     

To brood and crave over the past is an illusion (Maya)

            To waste time in day dreaming is an illusion;

                                                                                Avtar Bani- 85
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chrs uwa yypkbZ;ka utjka uky rdk.kk ek;k ,A

vkans le; ns lqius yS yS oDr fcrk.kk ek;k ,A

9) PHILOSOPHY FOR DAILY USE:

God knowledge is also very meaningful in our day to day life. It does 

not  teach  monasticism,  asceticism or  renunciating  the  pleasures  of  life.  It  

teaches that one should enjoy life to the full but only without being attached. 

The theory of detached attachment prevails. There is no sense of possession. 

Everything belongs to God and to the humanity. So a knower of God serves 

the True Lord and his followers with the choicest or the best of whatever he 

possesses. This sense of service instills love and humility in him and also 

generates  more  affluence  and  prosperity.  This  is  the  surest  method  to 

become affluent and prosperous. To quote:

       If one craves for four boons

Let him take to the service of the saints.

 Adi Granth - Page 266

pkfj inkjFk ts dks ekxSA

lk/k tuk dh lsok ykxSA

But seek first His kingdom 

And His righteousness 

And all these things will be given to you as well.

Matthew 7-33
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         The best thing is that the prosperity thus acquired has no implications. 

Whatever one possesses gives him lasting satisfaction and peace, here and 

hereafter.

10) SPIRITISATION OF RELIGIONS:

Another  benefit  of  God-knowledge  is  that  the  serious  and  genuine 

practitioners of religion are helped to graduate into spirituality. Religions in the 

present forms are nothing but a collection of symbols and outer modes of 

worship. With excessive attachment to them, the votaries of religions have 

become die-hard communalists and outright fundamentalists. This is what we 

are seeing in the world today. ‘What to worship’ is not that important than 

’how to worship’? It is precisely because of this reason that religions have 

drifted  apart  from each  other  and have  developed total  antipathy  towards 

each other. Religious encounter and clash is now a proven reality, which is 

threatening  world  peace  and  social  harmony.  If  religions  have  common 

destination and only means are different, (as is commonly said), then only 

God-knowledge the common denominator can help in bringing all the religions 

together.   This will help transforming religion into spirituality.  

All shall agree that God is One and common to all. Surely, it cannot be 

different  with  different  religions.  The  oneness  of  God does  not  mean  this 

oneness for particular community or group of believers. It is oneness for the 

entire humanity, irrespective of caste, creed, colour, nationality and race. Let 

us take the example of water.  It  is called ‘water’  in English, ‘Aab’ in Urdu, 

‘Pani’ in Hindi ‘Jal’ in Punjabi, etc. etc., and if some ignorant people create a 
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row over ‘names’, taking one ‘name’ as superior and different from the other, 

then surely when the element of ‘water’ is placed before them, they will feel 

ashamed of their ignorance. Similarly if  ‘God’,  ‘Jehowa’,  ‘Allah’,  ‘Ishwar’  or 

‘Akal Purukh’ are different and belong to different set of people, then surely 

these  so-called  entities  are  not  qualified  to  be  called  ‘God’  of  the  entire 

cosmos and humanity. Such a God can be called a tribal God, a communal 

warlord, and a creation of religious bigots. God-knowledge explodes the myth 

of a God belonging to one set of people and not to others. So the colossal  

ignorance built in the name of a God favouring and patronising a particular 

kind  of  people  is  removed  when  there  is  knowledge  and  enlightenment 

regarding the true nature of God. And once this is done, the proceduralism 

and  the  ritual  aspects  get  the  back  seat.  Fanaticism,  communalism  and 

religious fundamentalism evaporate when the light of God-knowledge enters 

the human mind.

        Let us turn to the prophets as they wrote in their respective scriptures. All 

of them are in agreement that it is God, which is all-important and constitutes  

true  and  eternal  religion.  The  rest  is  chaff.  God  is  the  corn,  which  really 

sustains:

        Lord Mohammed says in Koran that Allah is religion and religion is Allah;

               Lo! This, your religion is one religion

And I am your Lord, so worship me.

Al Ambia 21-92

Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji says in the Adi Granth;
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         Renounce all doubts

Contemplate on one God alone,

Says Nanak: This is the eternal religion

Adi Granth - Page 196

rft lfHk Hkje Hkftvks ikjczgeqA

dgq ukud vVy bgq /kjeqAA

The Ram Chrit Manas says:

       There is no religion equal to Truth

All the scriptures declare this.

I have attained that religion with ease;

Leaving such religion

Shall lead to disgrace in all the worlds.

/kjeq u nwlj lR; lekukA

vkxe fuxe iqjku c[kkukA

eSa lksbZ /kjeq lqyHkj dfj ikokA

rts frgwa iqj vitlq NkokaAA

Lord  Krishna  says  to  Arjuna  that  he  should  renounce  all  other 

faiths and religions and contemplate only on that one cosmic form of God as 

revealed by him.

        Surrendering all faiths (duties) to Me

Seek refuge in Me alone.

Gita 18-66

loZ/kekZUifjR;t; ekesda 'kj.ka oztA

vga Rok loZikisH;ks eks{k";kfe ek 'kqp%AA
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   No religion is greater 

Than to perceive God at hand.

      Avtar Bani -154

jc uwa gkt+j ukt+j rd.kk bl rksa oM~Mk /keZ ughaA

In the Holy Bible, the same One God is talked about. It is not a God,  

exclusively for Jews or the followers of Christ. To quote:

         I am the God of Abrahm, and 

The God of Isaac

And the God of Jacob.

     St. Matthew 22; 32

So it is one God, common to all the religions. Take away one God, the 

remaining  portion  is  nothing  but  a  futile  collection  of  rituals,  symbols  and 

religious practices created and evolved by human beings from time to time.

           All the four Vedas glorify this Timeless One,

The six Shashtras and the Gita

Mention this Formless Void;

Its glory is enshrined in the Guru Granth,

And in Koran is preached the Self-same God;

In the Bible, none other than one God is related.

Hundred wisemen think alike,

None knows the secret of this God,

Says Avtar! Without the perfect Master,

Knowledge of God is not attained.

(Avtar Bani) Shabad No.249

pkjs osn Ik, ;'k xkou bDdks ,l vdkyh nkA
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N% 'kkL= rs xhrk vUnj ft+dj gS ,ls [+kkyh nkA

xq: xzUFk fop efgeka blnh fop dqjku ,gnk ijpkjA

fop vathy oh jc ns ck>ksa gksj fdls nh ugha xqQ+rkjA

lkS L;k.ks rs er bDdks Hksn ,dnk dksbZ ikos ukA

dgs vorkj fcuk xqj iwjs Kku ,l nk vkos ukA

As we have seen, religion has been reduced to a mere set of symbols 

and outer mode of worship. It is proceduralism, which primarily differentiates 

one  religion  from the  other.  It  is  clear  to  all  that  in  every  religious  place 

belonging to a particular religion, a particular procedure with a particular name 

of God is used for worship. Even if God is one, His name has to be the one 

fixed by the traditional procedure of worship in that religion. For example, a 

Muslim cannot worship and invoke Allah by entering a Hindu temple; a Hindu 

cannot go in a Sikh Gurudwara and sing the praises of Ram; likewise a Sikh 

cannot enter a mosque, and call Waheguru there; then the Christian cannot 

sit in a Hindu temple and sing the praise of God.   To quote:

A muslim cannot recite

Kalma in a temple;

 A Hindu cannot sing ‘Ram’, ‘Ram’

By going in the Gurudwara;

If a Sikh goes in the Mosque,

He can not recite ‘Waheguru’;

A Christian cannot sing ‘God, God’;

While sitting in a temple,
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The perfect Master ends all disputes

Of caste, creed and community;

Says Avtar! He makes people of all castes

To sit together at one place.

Avtar Bani – 205

efUnj ns fop eqfLye tk ds dyeka ugha lq.kk ldnkA

fgUnw tk ds xq:}kjs jke jke ugha xk ldnkA

efLtn vUnj ts fl[k tkos okgsxq: ugha cqyk ldnkA

iwjk lr~xqj tkr ikr ns >xM+s lHk feVkank ,A

dgs vorkj ,d pkSgqa o.kZ uaw bDdks Fkka fcBkank ,A

It  calls  for  an analysis  as to  why is  it  so? It  is  because more than 

worship of one God, it is the name of God and the mode of worship which is 

all  important  in  all  religious  places.  So  the  organised  religions,  with  their 

procedures and places are the very centres where mankind is being divided 

and educated to be communal, fanatic and fundamentalist.

With  the  imparting  of  God-knowledge,  the  Master  who  reveals  Him 

coins a new name for God and a separate procedure of worship, which is 

acceptable to all the people on a universal scale. In the place of worship or 

congregation, there is nothing which debars a person to come and participate 

in the devotional activity. This is a major development to resurrect a new infra-

structure for facilitating worship on a global basis. This way, God-knowledge 

becomes  instrumental  in  bringing  all  persons  with  differing  cultures  and 
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religions to congregate together and sing praises of one, cosmic and common 

God.

11) PROPHETIC UNITY :  

God-knowledge also creates oneness of  prophets  (Satgurus). 

Presently,  different religions have their  separate Masters (Gurus) and they 

have nothing to do with the prophets or Gurus of other religions. The religious 

scene is  so  grim that  the  practitioners  of  different  religions put  forth  their 

respective  prophet  (Guru)  as  the  superior  most.  To  interpret  Gurus  and 

prophets as of different grades has created a peculiar situation with a mass 

psychology of separatism. This type of interpretation has evolved a trait  of 

dominance in all the religions and there cannot be any possibility of religious 

reconciliation. When God is different for different persons, the prophets who 

represent such a God will automatically be treated as different. With prophets 

differing with each religion, the followers naturally cannot see eye to eye with 

each other. This is the root cause of religious discord and consequent riots all  

over the world.

Actual  knowledge  of  one  common  God  of  the  cosmos 

proves  the  essential  oneness  of  prophets.  Oneness  of  God  and 

brotherhood  of  prophets  (Gurus)  is  a  necessary  con-commitant.  God-

knowledge therefore removes the veil of ignorance so meticulously built by 
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religious clerics and nurtured by intellectuals of different religions. One God 

and prophetic brotherhood is the reality down the ages.

Says Kabir: I am the child of both Ram and Allah.

And all the prophets and Gurus are my own.

           Adi Granth - Page 1349

Dch: iwaxjk jke vyg dk lHk xqj ihj gekjsAA

And ;

Same is the spirit (Light)

Same is the procedure to reveal Him;

Only the physical self of the Master changes.

 Adi Granth - Page 966

tksfr vksgk tqxfr lkb lfg dkbvk Qsfj iyVh,sA

Lord  Krishna  Says:  that  the  teacher  and  God-knowledge  are  a 

continuing entity.

        I taught this immortal Yoga to Vivaswan (Sun-God)

 Vivaswan conveyed it to Manu; (His son)

And Manu imparted it to Ishwaku (His son)

Gita 4-1

bea fooLors ;ksxa izksäokugeO;;e~A

fooLokUeuos izkg euqfj{okdos·czohr~AA

Also

       The same ancient Yoga has this day 

been imparted to you by Me;
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because you are my devotee 

                        and friend, and also because

this is a supreme secret.

         Gita 4-3

l ,ok;a e;k rs·| ;ksx% izksä% iqjkru%A

Hkäks·fl es l[kk psfr jgL;a ásrnqÙkee~AA

The continuity, the eternality and sameness of teaching of the prophets 

have been manifestly clear. The teaching is of One God and nothing else. 

Both Lord Christ and Mohammed talk of all the earlier prophets and express 

their direct lineage from them. Christ says:

        Don’t think that I have come

To abolish the Law or the Prophets;

I have not come to abolish them

But to fulfil them;

Matthew 5:17

And

Before Abrahm was born, I am, 

St. John 8:58

Lord  Christ  further  clarifies  that  he  is  continuing  the  old  prophetic 

tradition  and  fulfilling  their  commandments.   On  the  same  pattern  is  the 

teaching of Lord Mohammed. He does not condemn any of the old prophets. 

Rather, he is at pains to establish that he is continuing the same old tradition  

of revealing One God.

   Say: I am no new thing 

Among the messengers (of Allah)
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Al - Ahqaf 46-9

            Mohammed is but a messenger

Messengers (the like of whom) 

Have passed away before him.

Al - Imran 3-144

All this goes to prove that when God is identified as one and common, 

the prophets are also one and common to all mankind. The God-knowledge 

creates prophetic  one-ness.  In  God-knowledge all  conceptual,  cultural  and 

linguistic  differences  evaporate.  All  the  prophets,  gurus  and  masters  who 

revealed and taught the principle of  one God are the common heritage of 

humanity.  This  way,  knowledge  of  one  God is  an  anti-dote  to  cancerous 

fundamentalism and communalism, which causes turmoil within the social set-

up. It is high time that all out effort is made to bring the fact of God-knowledge  

on the word scene so as to fight the religious separatism and bigotry. It is only 

with the broom of God-knowledge that organised religion can be cleansed of 

all its chaff and the dead wood of ceremonialism.

In fine, creating Oneness of God, brotherhood of prophets, and 

sameness of scriptures is the direct by-product of God-knowledge. This 

revolution of purging the religions by God-knowledge is the crying need of the 

day.

12) STATE OF EQUIPOISE 
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God is ‘Existent’, ‘Consciousness’ and ‘Bliss’. God-knowledge means 

direct perception of God as existent-element, atonce one, all-pervasive and 

all-inclusive. This Element being Cosmic Consciousness attracts the element 

of consciousness from within the human organism. This way, the self rises 

above mental, physical and intellectual plane and merges with the plane of 

Cosmic Consciousness. At this plane, there is total bliss. Bliss symbolises the 

transcension of the self above mind and matter and to be one with the Cosmic 

Consciousness. The consciousness in its originality and purity is a bliss in 

itself. Bliss is a blessing and can accrue to any organism when it gets God-

knowledge and practises contemplation of the Formless God. 

Every  element  has  its  own  nature.  After  humanisation  and 

normalization, God-knowledge makes the mind atonce natural. This is called 

the stage of transcendental equipoise. The mind knows God, and acquires its 

original  state  of  existence  and  perfect  poise.  To  be  stable  and  to  be 

unaffected by Time and Matter  is  the essential  nature of  God.  After  God-

knowledge, the human mind imbibes the traits of God and reflects it in his day 

to day life. This state of natural equipoise is described in the Adi Granth as 

follows:

      

Where there is no sea, nor any rains;

Where there is neither any sun nor shade;

Neither is there any creation nor dissolution;

There is neither life nor death;

Neither pain nor pleasure;

Only absolute trance prevails and no duality;
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Such wondrous, O men, is the state of Equipoise;

This state cannot be weighed;

Nor is it exhausted;

Neither is it light nor heavy;

Neither it has ups nor downs;

Nor night nor day exist therein;

Neither is there water, nor air, nor fire;

At this state the True Master abides;

In such a state, the Lord, 

unfathomable and unreachable

Abides in our inmost self;

He is attained through the grace of the Master;

Says Kabir: “I am a sacrifice to my Master

And am continuing to live in the society of saints.

 Adi Granth - Page 333

rg ikol fla/kq /kwi ugha Nghvk rg mrifr ijym ukghA

thou fejrq u nq[kq lq[kq fcvkiS lqau lekf/k nksÅ ug ukghA

lgt dh vdFk dFkk gS fujkjhA

rqfy ugha p<S tkbZ u eqdkrh gyqdh yxS u HkkjhA

vj/k mj/k nksÅ rg ukgh jkfr fnulq rg ukghA

tyq ugh iouq ikodq Qqfu ukgh lfrxqj rgk lekghA

vxje vxksp: jgS fujarfj xqj fdjik rs ygh,A

dgq dchj cfy tkm xqj viqus lrlaxfr fefy jgh,A

An analysis of this state of equipoise clarifies that God as an 

existent,  is  beyond  Time and  Space.  Nothing  can enter  God,  much  less 

move it. Matter is in space, fills the space, and moves in space. God being 

beyond space is unshaken, unaffected and untouched by all material entities 
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such  as  sun,  water,  air,  fire,  creation  or  dissolution,  etc.  etc.  All  these 

movements are intra-material or in space. Nothing happens in God. So any 

self which is one with God is also above all these events. He captures the 

original attributes of God. Without knowledge of God, the self only moves in 

Matter  and  Space.  When  God  knowledge  takes  place,  the  self  crosses 

Matter and in the process crosses Time. By crossing Matter and Time, the 

self crosses Space, which is only a mode of moving-Matter. Then the self  

realises the subtlest element of the cosmos in which Matter and Space exist.  

This element is the only Truth of the Cosmos. When Matter shall not exist,  

Space as such would be non-existent too. Space is relative to Matter and 

connotes  the  distance  between  two  material  elements  or  bodies.  Where 

Matter is, Space is not, where Space is Matter is not. God is non-material  

and non-spatial. Space can be filled in but not God. Therefore in state of  

God,  the  self  is  rendered  God-like,  non-material,  non-temporal  and  non-

spatial. This is called the state of transcendental Equipoise (Sehaj).

It is said that an empty brain is devil’s workshop. This emptiness is of 

Space, not of God. Any type of thought can enter the Space (emptiness) of 

mind- but a mind merged in God, is beyond any thought and feeling. It is a 

state of Shunya (Nothingness) and  pure thoughtlessness or no-mind.

13) IDENTIFICATION OF MASTER (SATGURU)

    A  very  special  outcome of  the  God-knowledge  is  that  the 

contemporary Master is identified and located. This is very important. The 

presence of the Master of the day in human form is a must for learning the 
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art  of  devotion  (Bhakti).  In  fact  only  the  living  Master  teaches  the  art  of 

devotion. He himself has done it and gone through the process of devotion to 

his Master. After attaining perfection and mastery, the teacher spreads the 

message of God-knowledge.  God-knowledge and the True Master prove 

each other. If the one exists, the other exists and if the one is not there, the 

other is not identified. It is with sun-rays, that the sun is recognised.

14) DEATH  DEMYSTIFIED:

Where God-knowledge has been instrumental in lot many aspects in 

creating a basic change in the mental make-up of the self (Jiva), it also helps 

the self in understanding the riddle of death. With God-knowledge,  death is 

demystified  and  is  understood  as  a  simple  process  of  changing  the 

plane of existence. It is no longer a horrible experience and a source of fear. 

With God-knowledge, the self realises that during life on earth, it was living at  

a physical plane. It was an existence which was subject to Time and Space 

with all its material implications. When the Self (Jiva) shall leave the physical 

plane, it shall enter the plane of Non-Matter God. It will shed that portion out 

of its earthly entity which was relevant and necessary while living in this world  

on earth. Even while living, the Self realises the plane of the Formless God 

and trains itself to merge with Him. So the change from the plane of Matter to 

the plane of God (Non-Matter) is understood here in this very life and death is 

only  a  final  good-bye  to  the  plane of  Matter.  God remains  the  same,  the 

mental vision of the Self remains the same, only the outside setting or scene 

changes. The implications of material existence are left alongwith the physical  

being and the Self lives and continues to live in God as a pure and formless 
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spirit. The Self becomes a Holy Ghost (Jiv-Atma) and is merged in the cosmic 

entity of one Formless God. So, death, far from a terrible event, becomes a 

pleasant and most desirable end to earthly sojourn. 

Each one is to die and end his mundane journey. If some wise man 

can solve this mystery for us and make death a most welcome experience, 

then, we will all the more  realise the need for God-knowledge.

15)       DYING WHILE LIVING:

Another  significant  outcome  of  God-knowledge  is  Dying  While 

Living.   With  the  blessing  of  the  True  Master,  the  disciple  learns.  In 

vernacular, it is called ‘Jeevan Mukti’ i.e. to be salvaged and liberated while 

living in the thick of Matter. With God-knowledge, this dual existence is made 

possible. Each man is a combination of Matter and Non-Matter; Creator and 

Creation; the elements that change and the element that does not change. 

The Master  distinguishes the  twin  aspects.  The  moving  portion  acts  and 

functions  in  the  world  of  Matter  and the  immovable  portion  remains  still, 

stable and unaffected by material phenomena. This action in in-action and in-

action in action is a great hallmark of a person who is blessed with God-

knowledge. To quote:

        He who cherishes in his heart the will of the Lord;

He can be called delivered while living;

For him pleasure or pain are both alike;

Ever in bliss, and never in woe;

As is gold to him, same is the dust;

As is poison, so is nectar to him;
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As is the king, same is the beggar;

Whatever happens is as per His Will;

Says Nanak: Such a one is liberated while living.

 Adi Granth - Page 275

izHk dh vkfxvk vkre fgrkoSA

thou eqdfr lksÅ dgkoSA

rSlk gj[kq tSlk mlq lksxqA

lnk vuanq rg ugh fcvksxqA

rSlk lqojuq rSlh mlq ekVhA

rSlk vafezrq rSlh fc[kq [kkVhA

rSlk ekuq rSlk vfHkekuqA

rSlk jadq rSlk jktkuqA

tks ojrk, lkb tqxfrA

ukud vksgq iqj[kq dgh, thou eqdfrA

 

 And

        He lives detached 

In the midst of household chores,

As the lotus lives detached in water.

 Adi Granth - Page 1070

fops fxzg lnk jgS mnklhA

ftm deyq jgS fofp ik.kh gsA

 

   The Gita also says:

         The sage centred in the Self

   Should think, “I do nothing at all”

   Though seeing, hearing, touching,

   Smelling, eating, going, sleeping,

   Breathing, speaking, emptying, holding;
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  Opening and closing the eyes, firm

   In the thought that the senses

   Move among sense-objects.

Gita 5-8/9

16) CREATION OF ETERNAL VALUES:

After the process of humanisation and purification is undertaken 

by the Self,  then automatically some values get crystallised in the life of a 

God-knower.  These values being  the  direct  and spontaneous offshoots  of 

God-knowledge, become the bed-rock on which the ethics for entire mankind 

is built. Human relations are adjusted as per these values which become the 

barometers for judging the evolution of human culture. These values, being 

product of God-knowledge, are both timeless and of universal validity. These 

values are of love, humility, compassion, brotherhood, equality and universal 

welfare.  Any culture  and  the  quality  of  a  civilisation  is  judged  as  per  the 

existence of such values. The downfall of these values marks the withering 

process in any culture and the absence of these values means the demise of  

a culture and the ultimate fall of a civilisation.

17) THE SELF BECOMES GOD-CENTRIC:

We know the well-established principle of psychology that as a man 

thinks,  so  he  becomes.  The  world-view  and  the  main  belief  of  a  person 

influence his character and all his actions. So the knowledge and belief in one 

God also re-orientate the very being of a person. All the characteristics of one 

God  enter  the  mental  and  intellectual  make-up  of  the  believer  and  he 
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conducts and behaves as if he is a living representative of God on earth. All  

his existing views and life-style are changed thoroughly in accordance with 

the personality of the True Master and the Entity of God.

As God is one, the principle of oneness is imbibed by the believer. He 

treats the entire cosmos as one and the entire humanity as one. There is no 

segmentation or  sectionalisation of  mankind in  his  mind.  He also includes 

himself in the entire humanity.  This sense of oneness and belonging to all  

makes the believer a citizen of the cosmos. The cosmic citizenry and cosmic 

loyalty  generates  a  cosmic  outlook  on  all  fronts.  Such  a  believer  has  no 

narrow loyalties. This is a singular achievement arising out of God-knowledge 

which  is  the  only  philosophy corresponding to  the  age of  science and its 

ethos.  The  organised  religion  with  all  its  ritualistic  paraphernalia  is  not 

conducive  to  scientific  culture.  God-knowledge alone is  the requisite  belief 

that can synchronise with the culture of science.

God is all-inclusive and is co-terminous with the entire cosmos. Matter 

and Non-Matter are its two existential aspects. So, with God-knowledge, the 

feeling of integrity is imbibed by the human self.  The self feels organically 

linked and integrated at all levels. 

As God is Formless in His form, the human self also imbibes the sense 

of being a formless spirit. The sense of mere physical being gives way to a 

sense of being essentially spiritual and a metaphysical entity. Again, as God 

is  cosmic,  the  human  self  also  evolves  a  sense  of  vastness  of  cosmic 
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magnitude.  God-knowledge  imbues  the  believer  with  a  sense  of  all-

encompassing vision.  He is  no longer  a tiny physical  shell  belonging to a 

particular material entity or worldly region but is one with the cosmos as such. 

This  sense of  vastness has peculiar  psychological  impact.  All  the existing 

beliefs  creating narrow walls  and bondages for human spirit  are bound to 

evaporate in the mental make up of the knower of God. A very beautiful verse 

in the Adi Granth sums up the revolution. To quote:

       He, the Lord God is deathless;

So neither I fear death;

Neither is He destroyed;

Nor I fear destruction.

Neither is He poor,

Nor am I hungry,

Neither is He in woe,

Nor am I in misery,

There is no destroyer except He,

He is the blessed one who grants us life,

Neither is He in bondage

Nor I am bound,

Neither He is toiling

Nor are we supposed to toil,

Neither He has any impurity

Nor have I any filth,

He is in bliss,

And so am I blissful;

Neither has He any cares,

Nor have I any worry,

Neither is he stained, nor am I so,

Neither is He hungry, nor do I crave,

As He is pure, so am I cast in His mould
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I am, but nothing;

He, the One, is all in all,

Before and after is He and He alone;

Nanak: By the grace of the Master

My doubts and errors have gone,

He and I, meeting together

Have become One.

 - Adi Granth - Page 391

uk vksgq ejrk uk ge MfjvkA

uk vksgq fculS uk ge dfM+;kA

uk vksgq fuj/kuq uk ge Hkw[ksA

uk vksl nq[kq u ge dm nw[ksA

vo: u dksÅ ekjuokjkA

thvm gekjk thm nsugkjkA

uk mlq ca/ku uk ge ck/ksA

uk mlq /ka/kk uk ge /kk/ksA

uk mlq eSyq u ge dm eSykA

vkslq vkuanq r ge dm eSykA

vkslq vkuanq r ge dn dsykA

uk mlq lkspq u ge dm lkspkA

uk mlq ysiq u ge dm ispkA

uk mlq Hkw[k u ge dm f=lukA

tk mgq fujeyq rka ge tpukA

ge fdNq ukgh ,dS vksghA

vkxS ikNS ,dks lkbZA

ukud xqfj [kks, Hkze HkaxkA

ge vksb fefy gks, bd jaxkA
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Human nature is marked by how one acts and re-acts.  By knowing 

God, the self is equipped with the capacity to change its nature. Otherwise, it  

is very difficult to change one’s nature which is firmly rooted in habits evolved 

over a long period. Human nature and its functioning is very crucial for the 

success of an individual. That is why nature is called destiny.  Change the 

nature, the destiny is changed. Mind which is resting in the limbic system of 

the brain, and contains basic beliefs, urges, drives, impulses or rather the total 

world-view is reshuffled in accordance with the Cosmic view of the Master. 

God knowledge, through the neocortex region of the brain is transmitted to the 

limbic  region.  As  a  result,  the  mind  changes  and  manifests  through  the 

changed nature of the practitioner. The attitudes, drives and impulses are re-

orientated accordingly. It is a total and basic change of the mind-set. 

This brings out how the self imbibes the qualities and characteristics of 

God. Naturally, this is possible when God-knowledge takes place and the self 

identifies itself with God. The Holy Bible says:

Be ye therefore perfect even as your Father
Which is in heaven is perfect

St. Matthew 5-4

               A man of God should be such 
                 As God is Himself

Adi Granth – Page1372

gfj tuq ,slk pkgh, tSlk gfj gh gksbA
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Thus,  to  become perfect,  the  self  essentially  needs God-knowledge 

and once it happens, the process of perfectibility starts. The True Master not 

only grants knowledge, but also creates facilities for this knowledge to get 

roots in the mind of the seeker. The True Master does everything possible so 

that  the  disciple  evolves  into  a  perfect  replica  of  his  own  self.  The 

contemplation on God’s formless Form (Simran), congregation (Sat-Sangat) 

and service (Sewa) are instrumental as a stepping stone for accomplishing 

the  evolution  of  mind  of  the  disciple.   Once  he  becomes God-centric,  he 

serves himself and the society at large. 
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THE ROLE OF 

SANT NIRANKARI MISSION

After realising the need for God knowledge and its scope, it is quite 

relevant  to mention that  at  present  the Sant Nirankari  Mission, headed by 

Nirankari Baba Hardev Singh Ji Maharaj, is the custodian of this knowledge. 

He  has  the  authority  to  introduce  God  to  the  seeker  in  one  sitting 

without  any  pre-exertion  or  pre-condition.  As  such  the  Sant  Nirankari 

Mission is the sole authority to impart this knowledge to anyone anywhere in 

the world. It has declared it in so many words:

       Come Ye! Have perception of one God

This is the message to all human beings.

    (Avtar Bani) Shabad No.346

vkvks jc ns n'kZu ik yvks lUns'kk ,s bUlkuka uwaA

Objectively speaking, there should be no dispute on this issue. If the 

present Gurus or religious heads are sincere to humanity and are also sincere 

in themselves in seeking knowledge of God, they should have no hesitation in 

checking  this  declared contention  of  the  Sant  Nirankari  Mission.  To cross 

check; they can compare and contrast their theoretic knowledge of God with 

the practical knowledge being given by the Mission. It is a simple check and 

the easiest comparison. This will  crystalise whether  the knowledge of God 

imparted  by  the  Mission  is  as  per  the  definition  given  in  the  recognised 

scriptures. 
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As dealt with earlier, God is the common denominator of all religions 

and prophets. It is one common element that alone can explain the integrating 

factor of cosmic functioning. It is a cosmic force unifying the whole universe. If  

God  is  taken  out,  there  is  nothing  else  that  can  be  unifying  and  all  the 

religions shall  be antipodal to each other. It  is therefore high time that the 

effort  made  by  the  Sant  Nirankari  Mission  to  spread  this  message  of 

Revelation of one common God is taken note of with the attention it deserves 

and given a thorough consideration.

 To quote:

   Even if one peruses the Gita;

It teaches this very doctrine,

That to know the Omnipresent God

Is enjoined upon everyone alike,

If you read the Guru Granth;

This very declaration is made by it,

That know the One God from the Master,

One path alone is shown by it,

There is one common writ in the Bible and the Koran,

That One God alone is the eternal Truth,

Says Avtar! Fools have their differing opinions,

Hundreds of wisemen have the same wisdom.

Avtar Bani – 212

pkgs i<+ yks xhrk uaw oh ,gks xy le>kanh ,A

loZO;kih jCc uaw tk.kksa ,gks ibZ Qjekanh ,A

ts dj i<+ yvks xq: xzUFk uaw ,gks vk[k lq.kkank ,A

bd vksadkj xq: rks tk.kks bDdks jkg fn[kykank ,A

dqjku vathy , ,gks fy[k;k bZ'oj gh gS yksdks lr~A
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dgs vorkj eqj[kka vi.kh lkS L;k.ks bDdks erA  

To  conclude,  there  are  some  eternal  questions  that  have  baffled 

mankind down the ages. These questions relate to human existence and the 

details of cosmology and ethics. It is only the living perfect master who by 

giving  the  knowledge  of  God,  makes  it  clear  for  the  knower  to  have 

understanding of these questions. God-knowledge is the only key to unlock all 

these mysteries. This is what the Sant Nirankari Mission is doing. To quote:

 

What is this Doctrine of action? 

What is the load we carry on our heads?

What is the complexity about the heaven and the hell?

What is the soul and what is the Formless God?

What is the lust? What is the anger? 

What is greed, passion or pride?

What is renunciation? What is Yoga?

What is preached as the Master’s Doctrine?

Do ask the intellectuals as to why they say 

They are baffled?

Why is their wisdom perplexed 

On the question of virtues and vices?

What did the man come for in this world? 

And what did he lose here?

No intellectual can understand 

Who is the Creator and what is His creation?

Nobody knows the meaning of the ‘Word’ as Master

And ‘consciousness’ as disciple;

Avtar says, one cannot understand all these questions,

Without the grace of the perfect True Master.

 Avtar Bani -137
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djeka nh ,g uhfr dh , lkMs flj rs Hkkj gS dsgM+kA

LoxZ ujd ns >a>V dh us :g dsgM+h fujadkj gS dsgM+kA

dke gS dsgM+k dzks/k gS dsgM+k yksHk eksg gadkj gS dsgM+kA

R;kx gS dsgM+k tksx gS dsgM+k xqjer nk ijpkj gS dsgM+kA 

vdyka dksyksa bd xy iqPNks [kqn uwa dg.k 'kqnkbZ D;ksaA

iki iqUu ns pdjka vUnj vdy fQjs pdjkbZ D;ksaA

cUnk yS.k dh vk;k ,Fks vk ds ,gus xaok;k dhA

le>ka uwa dq> le> u vkm.kh dsgM+k czã rs ek;k dhA

'kCn xq# rs lqjr gS psyk Hksn ,g dksbZ iNk.ks ukA

dgs vorkj fcuk xqj iwjs ,g jet+ka dksbZ tk.ks ukA 

God knowledge is the only answer to these questions where religion 

shall no longer clash with science. Rather it shall become scientific and fully 

relevant  to  day  to  day  human  life.  Science  and  religion  shall  become 

supplementary and complementary to each other. This is precisely what the 

Sant Nirankari Mission is doing.

The Sant  Nirankari  Mission is the reproclamation and revival  of  the 

Essential Truth which has been successfully buried beyond recognition by the 

priestly  class  under  the  debris  of  non-essential  and  totally  false  dogmatic 

formalism and modes of worship.

The Sant Nirankari Mission has retrieved God from the region of 
doubt  and skepticism. It  is  no longer  an object  of  blind faith,  but  an 
Objective Substance, atonce scientific, self-justifying and sharable.

Let all who prize knowledge and are really scientific in thought assess 

the God-knowledge possessed by the Sant Nirankari Mission and then share 

the experience with the world at large to turn the 21st century into a millennium 

before long. 
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